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ABSTRACT 

 The relationship between Donald Trump and Hillary Clinton’s campaigns during the 

2016 general election can be best characterized as uncivil. With Twitter as the vehicle, the 

candidates seemed to trade insults and accusations on a frequent basis. To assess this frequency, 

a content analysis of the tweets posted by each candidate and their campaign’s official accounts 

during the general election period (N=8,141) was conducted. Results show that incivility 

occurred in 11.6% of the total tweets posted. The most common type of incivility found in tweets 

was name-calling, with accusations of lying coming in second. Most tweets only contained one 

form of incivility.  
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STATEMENT OF PURPOSE AND RELEVANCE 

 Civility is regarded as an essential component of democracy (Papacharissi, 2004), 

particularly in regard to discourse and the exchange of ideas in the political sphere. 

Unfortunately, uncivil behavior frequently emerges instead. Understanding incivility in current 

political discourse is key in understanding whether or not our political norms are shifting. With 

the introduction of social media as a major campaign platform, many citizens worried that 

democracy would suffer, noting that people use the Internet for a host of uncivil purposes 

(Herbst, 2010). Research has demonstrated that audience perceptions are shaped by the 

viewpoints of others, particularly in the comments section (Anderson, Brossard, Scheufele, 

Xenos & Ladwig, 2014). If people are inundated with rude conversation, their attitudes toward a 

given issue are likely to become more negative; this effect can be exacerbated if the person has 

low knowledge (Anderson et al., 2014). As a result, if incivility becomes increasingly prevalent 

and frequent in political dialogue, it could have deleterious effects on political participation and 

trust of political actors.   

 In this study, I examine the tweets from major-party presidential nominees Donald 

Trump and Hillary Clinton, using the tweets posted from the candidates’ personal accounts as 

well as affiliated campaign accounts (@TeamTrump, @HFA, @TheBriefing2016). A content 

analysis of the compiled 8,141 tweets revealed that incivility was prevalent in the candidates’ 

Twitter dialogue, with a significant number of tweets including some form of incivility. Because 

candidates and campaigns are producing these uncivil messages, voters are consuming incivility, 

which could present negative implications for civil discourse during election cycles. Since 

elections happen frequently, it is important to record information about each election to track 

potential long-term changes, as well as use one election to predict behaviors in the next. 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 

In a year in which one of the presidential candidates campaigned calling his opponent a 

“nasty woman” and another accused her opponent’s supporters of being a “basket of 

deplorables,” incivility in political discourse seemed unavoidable. As the 2016 presidential 

general election’s Election Day approached, incivility appeared to increase, both on the national 

and interpersonal stage. This was partially exacerbated by candidate activity on Twitter, where 

both candidates and campaigns engaged in uncivil discourse on a seemingly-daily basis. The 

January 2017 wave of Civility in America research indicated that Americans’ perceptions of 

election incivility as a serious problem are only growing: three-quarters of those surveyed 

claimed that incivility had hit “crisis levels,” up five percent in just a year. This appears to be a 

direct consequence of the 2016 presidential election. Additionally, seventy-nine percent believed 

that the 2016 presidential election as a whole was uncivil (Civility in America, 2017).  

Incivility defined 

Identifying incivility can be difficult, particularly if influenced by one’s political stance, 

but the general consensus is that the category of incivility contains obscene and vulgar language, 

racial, ethnic, sexist, and religious slurs, name-calling and derogatory language, threatening 

others with harm, and making false or misleading statements (Brooks & Geer, 2007; Coe, 

Kenski, & Rains, 2014; Lau & Rovner, 2009; Massaro & Stryker, 2012; Sobieraj & Berry, 

2011). In this political context, incivility is typically directed at one’s opponent (Brooks & Geer, 

2007). The use of vitriol and invective in campaigns has “[tightened] an already uncomfortable 

knot,” meaning that partisan conflict will continue to worsen because of growing precedent for 

incivility (Wolf, Strachan, & Shea, 2012, p. 4).  
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Stryker, Conway, and Danielson (2016) conclude that material focused on “issue- and 

person-based attacks” is more uniformly perceived as uncivil than material containing general 

“negativity or rudeness” (p. 23). They argue that this is still not a complete definition, given that 

it excludes online-specific conditions like capitalizing to inflect volume, and categorizations like 

“trolling” as a method to aggress online, but note that it is important to recognize the direction of 

incivility (Stryker et al., 2016). This means that incivility must be directed at an object, usually 

another person. This is consistent with earlier definition of incivility as “features of discussion 

that convey unnecessarily disrespectful tone,” or casting aspersions to disparage and deride 

people or ideas (Coe et al., 2014, p. 661).  

Researchers seem to agree that online communication breeds incivility at a striking rate 

(Coe et al., 2014; Gervais, 2015; Paracharissi, 2004; Santana, 2015), but there is no clear 

consensus on the source of this emerging incivility. Herbst (2010) and Mutz (2007) position 

incivility as a sort of weapon, used to highlight flaws in an opposing figure; the implications of 

this suggest that politicians and pundits utilize incivility in their discourse to excite their 

audience and establish a common target. Gervais (2014) presented a different viewpoint, 

analyzing transcripts of political television and finding that incivility use was connected to 

uncivil pundit-based news programs. This suggests that incivility almost operates as dialectic, 

with contributions coming from multiple angles (Gervais, 2014). 

Growing presence in political discourse 

Uncivil discourse is “engaging in sweeping and nuance-suppressing generalizations about 

their opponents that deemphasize common ground, distort their arguments, or obscure their 

foundations” (Massaro & Stryker, 2012, p. 411). When candidates move beyond difference and 

factual information, the resulting effect tends to include personal attack and/or deliberate 
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disregard for the opposing side (Massaro & Stryker, 2012). The resulting effect is that the 

discussion becomes more about entertainment to the audience, with the goal being to “[crush] 

opponents” rather than engage with them (Massaro & Stryker, 2012, p. 2). Though this could 

potentially be an effective tool in mobilizing an increasingly hyper-partisan base, research 

suggests that incivility could potentially have negative ramifications for democracy – some 

studies revealed that hyper-partisanship may occur as an effect of high tolerance for incivility 

(Kahn & Kenney, 1999). 

General opinion holds that incivility in political discourse can harm democracy, leading 

to negative consequences like hyper-partisanship and lowered perceptions of government’s 

capacity (Brooks & Geer, 2007). This is particularly evident when the incivility is coming from 

political candidates themselves. Uncivil messages are seen as being “less fair, less informative, 

and less important” than civil messages (Brooks & Geer, 2007, p. 1). This might suggest that the 

electorate will not value uncivil contributions to discourse. Some research, though, suggests that 

despite protest about the growth of uncivil language in politics, it may be effective in generating 

voter responses (Geer & Lau, 2006). Kahn and Kenney (1999) found that those viewing uncivil 

messages were more likely to vote. Perhaps this is because people viewing political messages in 

general are more likely to participate in the democratic process, but it is a possibility that 

incivility could energize the voting base. If so, this incentivizes incivility, leading to interesting 

implications about the future of politics.   

The finding that “tone is more consequential for independents, for those with less interest 

in politics, and for those with less knowledge about politics” suggests that uncivil messaging will 

contribute to hyper-partisanship has perhaps the broadest implications (Kahn & Kenney, 1999, p. 

1). With 2015 polling indicating that a record 43% of the public identified as politically 
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independent (Gallup, Inc., 2015), this growing share of the electorate could shift cultural 

dialogue about acceptable tone. For those who lack political knowledge, the tone has the effect 

of swaying emotional response, which overrides political knowledge to control the response 

(Anderson et al., 2014). Some of this is because personal attacks in politics can be more of an 

appealing spectacle than policy discussions (Brooks & Geer, 2007), and some of it is because 

negative messages are generally more memorable (Kahn & Kenney, 1999). According to the 

Civility in America study, fifty-nine percent of people that did not vote attributed at least part of 

that decision to the incivility they observed (2017). It is unclear whether or not incivility is more 

beneficial or harmful to any audience, making it essential to study.  

Candidate behavior 

Candidates are figureheads of parties, representative of millions of voters’ ideals and 

proposals. This means that they have a greater responsibility to serve as positive representation. 

Some research suggests that using uncivil language can delegitimize political candidates’ 

arguments and the audience’s perception of their skill (Brooks & Geer, 2007; Mutz, 2007). Data 

from another 2007 study, though, suggested a lack of relationship between exposure to incivility 

and political trust or efficacy (Brooks & Geer, 2007). Scholars like Mutz and Reeves (2005) are 

of the mind that “uncivil discourse has detrimental effects on political trust,” applicable to both 

candidates and institutions (p.13). While the effects of uncivil language are difficult to explain, it 

is evident that this anti-opposition focus that the era of incivility has brought about further pitting 

of the candidates against each other on a fundamental level. Rather than acknowledging 

differences politely, alternate opinions are weaponized to awaken one candidate’s side and 

mobilize them against the opponent.  
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Though debate is not a new addition to the presidential campaign, the opportunity for 

constant inter-campaign debate online is. In years prior, the televised debates and town halls 

were the extent of interaction between candidates. Occasionally, candidates would release attack 

ads against their opponents, but the campaign was largely independent, with only those few 

moments of being in the same room. With social networks becoming one of the main methods of 

communication, campaigns are interacting more frequently, and candidates can address each 

other directly by tagging each other in posts. The resulting dialogue is frequently about rallying 

one’s base by attacking the other, resulting in uncivil language.  

Some suggest that popular politicians are likely to violate expectations of civility, noting 

that a “warlike atmosphere” has emerged in the political sphere (Mutz & Reeves, 2005, p. 1). As 

partisanship has become more severe, debate over issues has become more time-consuming and 

invectives more frequent. The 2012 election exemplified this, with President Obama and 

challenger Governor Romney increasing use of uncivil advertisements (Hill, Capella, & Cho, 

2015). Interestingly, audience perception of the severity of said incivility was tied closely to 

partisan identity and candidate preference (Wolf, Strachan, & Shea, 2012). People of both 

political ideologies tended to try to rationalize their preferred candidate’s behavior, suggesting 

that they were merely responding in a way deemed appropriate by their opponent (Wolf, 

Strachan, & Shea, 2012). Responses to incivility lean toward retaliation and reprimanding, rather 

than addressing content and trying to figure out a truth (Gervais, 2015). From here, the question 

of how much incivility occurs in communications from popular politicians arises. Mutz and 

Reeves’ “warlike atmosphere” must be constructed through an increasingly uncivil environment 

(2005), suggesting that incivility is prominent in political discourse. The quantity of incivility 

displayed in a candidate’s behavior will likely impact how said candidate is perceived. 
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Social media’s impact 

 Because social media have become a place for citizens to participate in political 

discussions, it is essential to explore how that environment impacts discussion. Some claim that 

the Internet will usher in a revival of the public sphere, “[paving] the road for a [new] democratic 

utopia” (Papacharissi, 2004, p. 259). Others argue that democracy is harmed by the tendency for 

people to use the Internet for hostile and uncivil discussion, and note that “uncivil tendencies in 

American culture are more apparent and abundant thanks to pervasive media” (Herbst, 2010, p. 

26).  Online discussion, particularly that which occurs on social media networks like Facebook 

or Twitter, tends to discourage seeking out a wide range of opinions. Engagement online is 

frequently done under the condition of anonymity, which empowers people to avoid negative 

recourse (Santana, 2014). This is especially true in comparison to traditional political discourse 

spaces like public forums, which necessitated transparency (Santana, 2015). Since anonymity 

can embolden anger and incivility (Santana, 2014), any online environment allowing for 

anonymity can be assumed to further hostile discourse (Herbst, 2010).  If the Internet does 

embolden anger through anonymity on an interpersonal level (Santana, 2014), there could be 

severe consequences for political communication as political discourse moves to the digital 

sphere. 

 In the 2016 election, Twitter became a major hub of election information, especially for 

candidate messaging. Donald Trump’s tweets were of particular interest, with his unfiltered style 

and willingness to speak candidly attracting attention from media and voters. Twitter reaches the 

population through 140 characters, challenging candidates to boil their messaging down to 

catchy, quotable moments or to attach multimedia (pictures, video) that can get a broader point 

across. The @HillaryClinton account notably mobilized celebrities to make video endorsements, 
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linked to relevant news articles in discussion of current events, and posted links to her webpage 

detailing her policy positions in more detail. The @HFA and @TeamTrump accounts also 

participated in this, frequently sharing information about voter resources, like how to register to 

vote, where to find in-depth policy proposals, and highlighting surrogate stories that they felt 

enhanced their position. The campaigns benefited from the immediacy and reach of their 

accounts, speaking to thousands of people and garnering massive responses.   

The 2016 national campaign became the election with the highest percentage of social 

media users – 24% of online adults use Twitter, a number that is only increasing through the 

years, now constituting 21% of the general American population. Forty-two percent of Twitter 

users report spending time on the website daily, and 23% of that group visit more than once per 

day (Pew, 2016). Fourteen percent of the voting public noted that social media were their main 

source for 2016 election news, and 62% of the total public said that they used social media 

networks to access news and information about current events (Pew, 2016). With these numbers 

in mind, it is clear that social media are an important resource for candidates and political parties 

to reach out to potential voters and impart their messages.  

Incivility is present on both a personal and a public level, with public-level incivility 

referring to a violation of societal norms within the deliberative or political process (Muddiman, 

2017). Conceptualizing incivility must include the effects of political figures’ uncivil behavior, 

given that their incivility might pose a threat to democratic norms rather than just manifesting as 

interpersonal impoliteness (Muddiman, 2017). Presidential candidates, when using social media 

to reach their vast array of supporters, demonstrate this expansion of incivility to a mass 

communication context. A negative tweet from one candidate directed at their opponent’s 

viewpoints might be shared hundreds of thousands of times, resulting in a far wider impact. This 
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is not to say that online incivility is reinventing the wheel, so to speak, because most of it is still 

rooted in the basic disrespect of one’s target, but stimulating conversation about potential new 

manifestations of incivility online could further understanding of etiquette and civil discourse. If 

incivility does challenge the democratic process’s status quo, its ramifications could extend far 

beyond a single election (Muddiman, 2017). Examining the effects of social media-based 

incivility on this present election might provide a useful explanation for hypothetical increases of 

uncivil behavior.  

Questions about incivility’s presence 

 Primarily, the concern with incivility is whether or not it does exist in discourse or on a 

platform. For this study, the interest lies in whether or not incivility is present in the candidate 

and campaign accounts’ tweets, and if so, how frequently it occurs. Though I anticipate that the 

vast majority of tweets will be civil, consistent with previous research (Rowe, 2014), some 

tweets will contain incivility. Since 79% of Americans believed that the 2016 presidential 

election was generally uncivil (Civility in America, 2017), we must ask how much incivility was 

present to produce that evaluation? Additionally, do these uncivil tweets contain only one form 

of incivility, or do they include multiple uncivil statements? Finally, I ask which form of 

incivility was most prevalent in this sample.  
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METHOD 

 This study examined the incivility of tweets from the major-party candidates and their 

campaigns during the period of the 2016 United States presidential general election. The tweets 

were subjected to a content analysis by three human coders, employing an existing incivility 

codebook (Coe, Kenski & Rains, 2014).  

Data Set 

 All tweets were collected from the verified Twitter accounts of the major-party nominees 

after the nomination occurred (N=8,141). The tweets were collected for the period of time 

representing the general election, signified by the end of the parties’ respective nominating 

conventions. The tweets were extracted using Twitter’s search feature and were collected after 

the date of November 8, 2016 to ensure a complete analysis. For Democratic nominee Hillary 

Clinton, tweets from @HillaryClinton and campaign accounts @HFA and @TheBriefing2016 

were collected starting on July 29, 2016, the final day of the Democratic National Convention. 

For Republican nominee Donald Trump, tweets from @realDonaldTrump and campaign account 

@TeamTrump were collected from July 22, 2016, the last day of the Republican National 

Convention. Collection for all accounts stopped at 11:59 PM on November 8. Tweets from the 

additional campaign accounts @Hillary_esp and @EquipoTrump were not considered, because 

they consisted solely of translations of tweets originally posted to @HillaryClinton or 

@TeamTrump, respectively, and therefore did not represent any unique data.  

 The final sample consisted of 2,040 tweets from @HillaryClinton, 328 from @HFA, 822 

from @TheBriefing2016, 1,272 from @realDonaldTrump, and 3,679 tweets from 

@TeamTrump. Retweets and replies were not included in the sample, unless the retweet was a 

“quote retweet,” meaning that the account added an original comment in their repost of the 
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outside tweet. None of the aforementioned accounts indicated whether or not a retweet indicated 

an endorsement of the content, but simply sharing another person or organization’s post without 

including original content is not representative of a message from the account in question. 

Additionally, many of the inter-campaign accounts would retweet from one another, which 

would have caused a single tweet to be coded twice. Regarding replies, the @HFA mainly used 

replies to engage with individual voters about specific questions, particularly in days leading up 

to the election. These tech-support messages were not shown on the account’s main profile, and 

are only visible to those who seek out the content. As such, replies were determined to not 

represent public campaign messages and were filtered out using Twitter’s exclude:replies 

command. For those reasons, retweets and replies were excluded from the sample.  

 Many of the tweets included pictures, videos, hyperlinks to a campaign website, or links 

to news articles. To ensure that only the messages from the campaign were coded, coders were 

instructed to ignore any hyperlinks, hashtags, or embedded news stories in the tweets. 

Additionally, when tweets were collected, any attached visuals were removed from the tweet. 

This was done because of potential over-coding or misattribution of incivility. For example, a 

video posted by Campaign A using footage of Candidate B making an uncivil comment would 

technically code for the presence of incivility, but the uncivil behavior would come from an 

unaffiliated source. For that reason, campaign media was excluded from analysis. 

Coding 

 Each tweet was coded for uncivil language as defined by Coe, Kenski, and Rains (2014) 

and Rowe (2014). Incivility was conceptualizd as “features of discussion that convey an 

unnecessarily disrespectful tone toward the discussion forum, its participants, or its topics” (Coe, 

Kenski & Rains, 2014, p. 3).The five measures were name-calling, aspersion, lying, vulgarity, 
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and use of pejoratives. Name-calling was defined by the presence of “mean-spirited or 

disparaging words directed at a person or group of people,” and aspersion was defined by the 

presence of “mean-spirited or disparaging words directed at an idea, plan, policy, or behavior 

(Coe et al., 2014, p. 4). Both of these categories required the incivility to be specifically directed 

at something (Coe et al., 2014). An example of name-calling would be Trump’s declaration of 

his opponent as being “Crooked Hillary,” while an example of an aspersive tweet would be 

Clinton describing a Trump policy as “cruel and absurd.”  

 Lying, using their operational definition, was “stating or implying that [something] was 

disingenuous” and did not examine any factual content of the tweet itself (Coe et al., 2014, p. 4). 

Both TeamTrump’s tweet “"@HillaryClinton Cannot Stop Telling Lies" - Read about 36 of her 

lies here” and TheBriefing2016’s tweet “Donald Trump went to Mexico, got beat in the room, 

lied about it, and then pretended it never happened. #debatenight” are examples of lying.  

Vulgarity was operationalized as “using profanity or language that would not be considered 

proper (e.g., pissed, screw) in professional discourse,” (Coe et al., 2014, p. 4) such as when 

TheBriefing2016 tweeted “Donald Trump thinks climate change is "bullsh*t." We wish we were 

kidding.” and when Trump posted “China wouldn't provide a red carpet stairway from Air Force 

One and then Philippines President calls Obama "the son of a whore." Terrible!” Use of 

pejorative speech was evaluated according to whether or not the content contained a 

“disparaging remark about the way in which a person communicates” (Coe et al., 2014, p. 4). 

Trump’s tweet about being “viciously attacked by Mr. Khan at the Democratic Convention” and 

Clinton’s characterization of Trump as “[throwing] a temper tantrum” are examples of 

disparaging another person’s communication. A codebook with further examples is provided 

below (Appendix A). 
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Analysis 

  Coders were asked to mark incivility in each category they felt was represented in the 

tweet; for example, if a tweet included both name-calling and vulgarity, they would indicate that 

both of those were found in the text (Appendix B). This ensured that comprehensive data could 

be collected on each form of uncivil language as well as whether or not the tweet was uncivil. 

The presence of any marked category automatically characterized the tweet as uncivil, but there 

was no way to indicate incivility that did not fall into one of those pre-determined categories.  

 Three coders participated in the coding process. They were given an Excel workbook 

with each account’s tweets on a different sheet, resembling a table. Five boxes were next to each 

tweet, each indicating one of the types of uncivil language. Coders were asked to put a “1” for 

any instance of incivility identified in each tweet, and a “0” if they did not perceive incivility. 

They were trained to note that a “1” did not indicate the presence of a sole instance of incivility; 

for example, tweets that contained two pejoratives or three name-calling remarks would still be 

coded as a “1.” The coder was instructed to code solely the explicit content of the tweet and not 

examine any attached hyperlinks or media.   

Intercoder reliability 

 A pre-test was conducted to ensure that the three coders were trained in the codebook and 

that they understood the instructions. Each coder coded a sample of 606 tweets from @GOP, the 

Republican Party’s official Twitter account. The sample was gathered from the same time frame 

as the main study’s data. The three coders were asked to go through the tweets in 303-tweet 

increments over a span of three weeks. The @GOP account was selected instead of the 

@TheDemocrats randomly through an online coin-toss simulator. Choosing a politically-

affiliated account was done to most accurately simulate the eventual actual coding. 
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Intercoder reliability was measured for each variable by using Krippendorff’s alpha. This was 

calculated using the ReCal service (Freelon, 2010). The results for each variable were within an 

acceptable range of reliability, i.e. above 0.8 – Name Calling (1.0), Aspersion (0.84), Lying 

(0.95), and Pejorative (0.85).  Vulgarity could not be assessed for reliability because it was not 

found in the sample data set. 
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RESULTS 

Some forms of incivility were more prevalent than others, and some sources were more 

uncivil than others (see Table 1). The first question asked was how frequently incivility occurred 

in these tweets, and the result was that uncivil behavior was consistently present. 1,040 tweets 

contained at least one form of incivility; as a percentage of the total sample (N=8,141) that is 

12.77%. Across candidate and campaign accounts, 946 independent tweets contained at least one 

form of incivility (11.6%). The Clinton campaign’s accounts posted 203 unique uncivil tweets 

(6.3% of the total), while the Trump campaign’s accounts posted 743 (15.0%). Of all instances 

of incivility (N=1,040), 46.83% (N=487) were posted by @TeamTrump, 32.98% (N=343) were 

posted by @realDonaldTrump, 11.83% (N=123) were posted by @HillaryClinton, 7.88% 

(N=82) were posted by @TheBriefing2016, and 0.48% (N=5) were posted by @HFA. 

Additionally, the overall rate of uncivil tweets was not consistent among the two campaigns. 

@HillaryClinton posted 118 unique tweets containing at least one form of incivility (5.8% of 

said account’s total tweets), while @HFA posted 5 (1.5%) and @TheBriefing2016 posted 80 

(9.7%). Conversely, @realDonaldTrump posted 284 unique tweets containing incivility (22.3%), 

while @TeamTrump posted 459 (12.5%). None of the Clinton-affiliated accounts had over 10% 

of their total tweets code as uncivil, whereas both @realDonaldTrump (26.97%) and 

@TeamTrump (13.24%) exceeded that number. 

More than a quarter (26.97%) of Donald Trump’s personal Twitter account’s posts during 

the general election contained incivility, making @realDonaldTrump the most uncivil source. 

The least uncivil source was @HFA, with only 1.52% of tweets containing incivility. @HFA 

did, though, tweet fewer times (N=328) than any other account. @realDonaldTrump contained 

the most concentrated incivility (26.97%). As an aggregate, the two Trump campaign-associated 
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accounts had more instances of incivility. Across the Clinton accounts (@HillaryClinton, 

@TheBriefing2016, @HFA) 210 out of 3,244 tweets were uncivil (6.47%). Across the Trump 

accounts (@realDonaldTrump, @TeamTrump), 743 out of 4,951 unique tweets contained 

incivility, with 830 recorded instances. For each of the Trump campaign-affiliated accounts, the 

most common form of incivility was name -calling. For the Clinton campaign, @HFA posted 

more aspersions and pejoratives, while @HillaryClinton and @TheBriefing2016 posted more 

tweets including references to or accusations of lying. Table 1 shows the breakdown of uncivil 

comments by account and by form. 

Regarding the second question, most of the tweets that were uncivil contained only one 

form of incivility (10.5%), but 1.1% of the tweets containing incivility contained multiple forms. 

@HillaryClinton had 5 tweets with more than one form of incivility, @HFA had 0, 

@TheBriefing2016 had 2, @realDonaldTrump had 54, and @TeamTrump had 28. 

@realDonaldTrump’s account produced the only tweet in which four categories of incivility 

were recorded as occurring simultaneously. The tweet in question read “Crooked Hillary Clinton 

made up facts about me, and "forgot" to mention the many problems of our country, in her very 

average scream!” 

Name-calling was the most commonly-occurring uncivil behavior.  Nearly 40% of the 

uncivil tweets were coded as containing name-calling, and almost 30% of the uncivil tweets were 

coded as containing accusations of lying. Those were the two most prevalent categories of 

incivility, with aspersion coming in a close third (24.13%) and vulgarity and use of pejorative 

coming in below 10%. 97.07% of name-calling instances were recorded in tweets from the 

Trump campaign (@realDonaldTrump and @TeamTrump). @TeamTrump accounted for 

57.46% of all instances of name-calling. The highest percentage of accusations of lying came 
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from @TeamTrump (39.53%). @TeamTrump also accounted for the largest percentage of 

aspersive tweets (46.22%). @realDonaldTrump accounted for the largest percentage of use of 

pejorative tweets (31.17%). Vulgarity was a 50/50 percentage split between @TheBriefing2016 

and @realDonaldTrump, but since these accounts only posted one vulgar tweet each and none of 

the other accounts used vulgar language at all, this finding is less pronounced than the other 

incivility type results.  
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DISCUSSION 

 These results indicate that incivility was prevalent on Twitter during the 2016 presidential 

general election campaign period. Eleven percent of all tweets from both major-party candidates 

and their campaign accounts contained some form of incivility. Of the examined forms of uncivil 

behavior, name-calling was by far the most common overall; 5% of all tweets contained name-

calling, and name-calling accounted for nearly 40% of all incivility codes. There is still be a 

significant amount of uncivil tweeting within the other categories, but name-calling is 

undeniably the largest presence amongst the tweets. However, this is almost exclusively because 

of @realDonaldTrump and @TeamTrump – 97% of the name-calling observations came from a 

Trump-affiliated account. This is largely a result of candidate Trump’s penchant for referring to 

opponent Clinton as “Crooked” or “Crooked Hillary,” a behavior which was reflected across his 

campaign’s Twitter accounts. TeamTrump posted a “Crooked Hillary Question of the Day” 

regularly.  

  Clinton accounts’ incivility, on the other hand, was largely a function of accusing 

Trump’s campaign of lying or disingenuous behavior (N=116). Clinton frequently called 

Trump’s honesty into question by offering another perspective on his statements, tweeting “Want 

to know if Donald Trump is lying? Just Google it.” and “Tonight, Trump is going to try and 

claim he's ready to be Commander-in-Chief. The facts say otherwise. Follow @TheBriefing2016 

to see why.” Rather than explicitly calling out perceived irregularities in his statements, Clinton 

would often tweet sarcastic or dry commentary on Trump’s own words. One example of this is 

when TheBriefing2016 quoted a New York Times tweet saying “[Trump] lied about a sex tape… 

tax rates… ISIS” with “A theme is emerging.” The Trump accounts also posted many tweets 

with lying-related incivility (N=185), suggesting that lying was perhaps the most prevalent form 
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of incivility overall. Trump’s tweets called into question previous claims that Clinton had made, 

like “Hillary said she was under sniper fire (while surrounded by USSS.) Turned out to be a total 

lie. She is not fit to lead our country.” or tied her disingenuous behavior to her personal character 

by saying “The Washington Post calls out #CrookedHillary for what she REALLY is. A 

PATHOLOGICAL LIAR! Watch that nose grow!” 

 Regarding the two observations of vulgarity, it is important to note that both incidents 

were actually the poster quoting another person’s vulgar comment. @realDonaldTrump 

referenced the president of the Philippines referring to former president Barack Obama as “the 

son of a whore,” and @TheBriefing2016 quoted Trump as calling climate change “bullsh*t.” 

Despite the attempt to censor “bullshit,” the word and its intent were still visible enough to code 

as vulgar language. Trump did not attempt to censor the word “whore,” but it was not within a 

comment that Trump himself had directed at anyone. 

 It is evident that the Trump campaign was responsible for the majority of tweets 

containing incivility (N=946); between @realDonaldTrump and @TeamTrump, 743 tweets 

contained uncivil behavior (78.5%). A similar finding was present in a pre-primary campaign 

tweet analysis conducted by Kenski, Filer and Conway-Silva (2018). Clinton’s three accounts 

recorded 203 uncivil tweets (21.4%). The Trump-affiliated accounts posted uncivil tweets at a 

higher frequency, as well as in a higher quantity. Clinton’s personal profile was about four times 

less likely to post an uncivil tweet than Trump’s equivalent. About twenty percent of the tweets 

posted on Donald Trump’s personal profile were uncivil (22.3%), and his campaign’s profile 

posted uncivil tweets 12.5% of the time. This is in contrast to Clinton’s campaign, whose 

incivility never exceeded 10% of their total tweets (5.8%, 1.5%, 9.7%). A potential explanation 

for this is that Clinton’s campaign followed more established rules for candidate behavior, and 
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heavily monitored the posts. The presumed restrictive persona of the Clinton account could have 

contributed to the difference in incivility, as Clinton’s accounts shared canned responses that 

likely went through a team before approval.  

Implications 

 There appears to be an interesting duality present, wherein Clinton could not freely state 

her own thoughts, and thus her campaign accounts acted as surrogates for uncivil comment-

making, and Trump conversely used uncivil language to a far greater extent than his campaign 

account did. In fact, Clinton developed a technique of signing tweets “-H” to indicate that they 

came from her directly as opposed to a social media manager, even on her apparent personal 

account @HillaryClinton. The distance between this and Donald Trump’s persistent use of an 

unfiltered personal account raises questions as to whether or not a more controlled Trump or a 

more personal Clinton would garner different results. Clinton, as an experienced politician, knew 

to invest in someone to run her social media and focused on campaign branding, whereas Trump 

seemed to eschew management and personally compose all of his own tweets, often reacting to 

events in the moment. It is unclear if this is because of the dynamic between these candidates 

(gender difference, outsider vs. establishment, etc.). 

 As a consequence, no clear pattern emerged of whether the candidate or campaign 

account was more prone to using incivility. The @TeamTrump account was an all-purpose hub, 

and posted about every topic as the representative of Trump’s entire movement. That 

responsibility to share official communications from the Trump campaign, could be why they 

posted fewer uncivil tweets. @TheBriefing2016 was described as a fact-checking extension of 

the Clinton campaign, so it makes sense that it would have elevated incivility compared to the 

@HFA account that was used to repost important Clinton event information and reach out to 
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individual voters, but the candidate’s personal account landed right in the middle of the two in 

terms of percentage of uncivil tweets.  

 In a broader sense, the quantity and frequency of incivility in the candidates’ and 

campaigns’ tweets could have troubling implications for future elections. If name-calling and 

accusations of lying are established as typical social media behaviors for candidates and 

campaigns, then in future elections, incivility could be even more prevalent. This would 

normalize incivility as a component of discourse. That could prove problematic, as it would 

likely increase polarization, hindering the ability to work ‘across the aisle’ and decrease respect 

for alternative positions.  

Limitations & Future Research 

Focusing on the major-party campaigns was a decision made to represent the majority of 

conversation about the election, but may have limited the results. Third-party candidates (Dr. Jill 

Stein, Gary Johnson, and Evan McMullin) accumulated 4.86% of the total popular vote and zero 

electoral votes. Because of this lack of electoral impact, they were removed from analysis. 

Deliberately neglecting three players in election discussion could have negative ramifications as 

to the completeness of this research. Even if these candidates did not appear in televised debates 

or receive significant portions of the vote, their supporters likely still viewed Twitter content 

shared by the accounts in the sample. Furthermore, it would be interesting to compare the Green 

Party and Libertarian Party’s amount of incivility to that of major parties; the party accounts or 

candidates may have participated in more frequent incivility to try and elevate their own 

candidacy through challenging the major-party candidates, or they may have fewer incidences of 

uncivil language because they were not in direct competition with one other candidate. This does 

pose interesting questions for future research, though. 
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As alluded to in the implications section, it will be important to connect these results to 

other election social media use in future research. Whether this be by doing a retroactive study 

on the 2012 election, when Twitter was still present (if not as mainstream), or by contrasting 

results to the tweets posted during the 2020 presidential election. Similar studies could examine 

tweets by local candidates as well, to see if incivility occurs at a consistent rate in non-

presidential elections. This could range from Congressional races to state legislature or school 

board races.  Future research efforts could also be directed toward the “primaries,” meaning the 

intra-party run-off between candidates seeking the party’s nomination. It would be interesting to 

see if some of this incivility was facilitated by the fact that not only were Trump and Clinton 

competitors, but aligned with opposite sides of the political spectrum. 
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Table 1. Occurrences of incivility by account and form.  

 Name 

Calling 

Aspersion Lying Vulgarity  Use of 

Pejorative 

Total 

Instances 

Total 

tweets 

@HillaryClinton 5 22 76 0 20 123 2040 

% within source 0.24% 1.08% 3.73% - 1.00% 6.03%  

% within incivility type 1.22% 8.76% 25.25% - 25.97%   

@HFA 1 2 0 0 2 5 328 

% within source 0.30% 0.61% - - 0.61% 1.52%  

% within incivility type 0.24% 0.80% - - 2.60%   

@TheBriefing2016 6 21 40 1 14 82 822 

% within source 0.73% 2.55% 4.87% 0.12% 1.70% 9.98%  

% within incivility type 1.47% 8.37% 13.29% 50% 18.18%   

@realDonaldTrump 162 90 66 1 24 343 1272 

% within source 12.74% 7.08% 5.19% 0.08% 1.89% 26.97%  

% within incivility type 39.61% 35.86% 21.93% 50% 31.17%   

@TeamTrump 235 116 119 0 17 487 3679 

% within source 6.39% 3.15% 3.23% - 0.46% 13.24%  

% within incivility type 57.46% 46.22% 39.53% - 22.08%   

Total (per form) 409 251 301 2 77 1040 8141 

% within sample 5.02% 3.08% 3.70% 0.02% 0.95% 12.77%  
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APPENDIX A: CODEBOOK  

(Categories and definitions from Coe et al., 2014; Rowe, 2014) 

Name-calling 

Does the tweet contain a mean-spirited, disparaging, or otherwise negative name or 

nickname for another person? Should be derogatory toward the subject. 

Example: @realDonaldTrump: “Look at the way Crooked Hillary is handling the e-mail case and 

the total mess she is in. She is unfit to be president. Bad judgement!” 

Example: @HillaryClinton: “Remember: Trump, the Birther-in-Chief, still refuses to even 

release his own tax returns and real medical records.” 

 1 = Yes 

 0 = No 

 

Aspersion 

Does the tweet contain mean-spirited or disparaging words directed at an idea, plan, 

policy, or behavior? Can include attempts to attack someone’s reputation or integrity. 

Example: @HillaryClinton: “"His latest Twitter meltdown is unhinged, even for him.” —Hillary 

on Trump.” 

Example: @realDonaldTrump: “CLINTON’S FLAILING SYRIA POLICY WAS JUDGED A 

FAILURE: http://bit.ly/2ddb08P  #VPDebate” 

1 = Yes 

 0 = No 
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Lying  

Does the tweet state or imply that an idea, plan, or policy, or behavior is/was 

disingenuous or fraudulent?  

Example: @realDonaldTrump: “Hillary said she was under sniper fire (while surrounded by 

USSS.) Turned out to be a total lie. She is not fit to lead our country.” 

Example: @HillaryClinton: “Between the three presidential debates, Trump told roughly one lie 

for every 50 seconds he spoke. http://hrc.io/2elca5X”  

1 = Yes 

 0 = No 

*Note: a reference to “Pinocchios” speaks to the Washington Post’s Fact-Checker. The more 

Pinocchios attributed to a quote or policy, the more false it is said to be. 

 

Vulgarity 

Does the tweet use profanity or language that would not be considered proper (e.g., 

pissed, screw) in professional discourse” 

Example: “Pissed,” “screw,” “shit,” “fuck,” “damn [directed to someone or something],” 

“bastard,” “asshole,” and derivatives of such words. 

1 = Yes 

 0 = No 

 

Use of pejoratives  

Does the tweet contain a disparaging remark about the way in which a person 

communicates? 

http://hrc.io/2elca5X
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Example: @realDonaldTrump: “Just heard that crazy and very dumb @morningmika had a 

mental breakdown while talking about me on the low ratings @Morning_Joe. Joe a mess!” 

Example: @HillaryClinton: “If Donald is going to whine before the game is even over, he 

doesn’t have what it takes to do this job. #DebateNight” 

1 = Yes 

 0 = No 
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APPENDIX B: EXAMPLE CODER FORM 

Coders viewed the tweets within a similarly-formatted Excel spreadsheet. 

 Name-calling Aspersion Lying Vulgarity Use of 

pejoratives 

Tweet #1 1 0 1 0 0 

Tweet #2 0 1 0 0 0 

Tweet #3 0 1 0 1 1 

Tweet #4 1 1 1 1 0 
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